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Visual thinking, also called visual/spatial learning or picture thinking is the phenomenon of thinking through
visual processing.. Visual thinking has been described as seeing words as a series of pictures. [citation
needed] It is common in approximately 60â€“65% of the general population."Real picture thinkers", those
who use visual thinking almost to the exclusion of other kinds of thinking ...
Visual thinking - Wikipedia
Rudolf Arnheim Arte e percezione visiva a cura di Lucia Pizzo Russo Il presente volume raccoglie relazioni e
interventi presentati nellâ€™omonimo Seminario promosso
Rudolf Arnheim Arte e percezione visiva - siestetica.it
Max Wertheimer (April 15, 1880 â€“ October 12, 1943) was an Austro-Hungarian-born psychologist who was
one of the three founders of Gestalt psychology, along with Kurt Koffka and Wolfgang KÃ¶hler.He is known
for his book, Productive Thinking, and for conceiving the phi phenomenon as part of his work in Gestalt
psychology. Wertheimer became interested in psychology and studied under Carl Stumpf ...
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Referencias bibliogrÃ¡ficas . Albertazzi 2006 L. Albertazzi (ed.), Visual Thought.The depictive space of
perception, Trento 2006.; Arnheim 1969 R. Arnheim, Visual ...
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